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Abstract In previous work we have presented a simple generic framework to solve constraints on any domain (finite or infinite) which has a
lattice structure. The approach is based on the use of a single constraint
similar to the indexicals used by constraint logic programming (CLP)
over finite domains and on a particular definition of an interval lattice
built from any computation domain.
In this paper we generalise this work by providing a constraint propagation mechanism that allows the flow of information between different
computation domains. This generalisation is done by letting the constraint operators be defined over more than one domain and describing
new generic constraint operators that are defined for any user or system
domain.
We show, by means of examples, how this extension improves the expressiveness of the system and addresses novel proposals for constraint
propagation.
Keywords: Lattices, constraint solving, indexicals, solvers.
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Introduction

Most of the existing CLP languages only provide support for solving constraints
on specified domains. This implies that the constraints are usually restricted
to just values in the given computation domain. For example an arithmetic
constraint such as x + y = z must be defined so that all the elements x, y
and z belong to the same domain (i.e. integer or real). However, in practice,
constraints are often not specific to any given domain. Therefore the formulation
of real problems has to be artificially adapted to a domain that is supported by
the system. Many problems are most naturally expressed using heterogeneous
constraints, involving more than one domain. For example, consider a community
of people. To write a constraint that determines the set of people that are taller
than two meters cannot be directly coded in most existing CLP languages. The
main exception to this is the CHR language [10] that allows for user-defined
domains.
?
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In [7], we have proposed an alternative to the CHR approach that is based
on the indexical approach of clp(FD) [4] which is known to be highly efficient [8].
In this proposal, we defined a single framework for solving constraints on any
domain with a lattice structure. Thus, this framework allows constraint solving on all the classical domains such as Booleans, reals, finite ranges of integers
and sets as well as new specialised domains designed for specific applications.
In this paper we generalise this work by allowing the cooperation of solvers defined on different domains. Constraints can be propagated from one computation
domain to another thereby allowing information to flow between the different
domains. Moreover, the basic framework allows new domains to be constructed
from existing domains by means of lattice combinators. Thus the generalisation
described here allows constraint propagation to go from the basic domains to
the combined domains and vice-versa. For example, consider the direct product
domain community = < × string (where string is a set of names) to define a
community of people ordered lexicographically by their height (first argument)
and name (second argument). Assume that a constraint >0 /2 on the domain
community × < is also defined as (name, high) >0 limit ⇔ high >< limit.
Then, the constraint person >0 2.00 where person ∈ community determines the
set of people higher than two meters.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, some considerations about
related work are shown. Section 3 recalls some algebraic concepts and Section 4
generalises our previous work to allow for multiple domains. In Section 5, we
show how to define generic constraints. Sections 6, 7 and 8 develop non-trivial
examples to show the expressivity of our generalised framework. The paper ends
with the conclusions and some considerations about further work.
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Related Proposals

Interval arithmetic [3] is a useful and versatile technique to solve constraint satisfaction problems. Computation on intervals is widely used for the solving of
CLP programs [1,2,11]. Traditionally, it has been applied to numeric domains
(i.e. floating point numbers) and the techniques approximate a computed real
number with the closest floating point number smaller (resp. higher) than the
computed number for the lower (resp. upper) bound of an interval. The concept
of approximation to a computed value is intended for numeric domains and cannot be easily generalised to non-numeric domains supported by our framework.
In the clp(FD) model proposed in [4] for the finite domain (FD), a range is
defined as a subset of {0, 1, ..., inf inity} where inf inity is a particular integer
denoting the greatest value that a variable can take. The notation a..b is used as
a shorthand for the set {x | a ≤ x ≤ b} (that is, [a,b] in interval notation). The
clp(FD) model is based on a unique constraint x in a..b that forces a FD variable
x to have values in the range a..b. Narrowing is executed by the intersection
of ranges associated to the same variable. Constraint propagation is executed
via the functions max/1 and min/1 (also dom/1 but we do not treat it here)
that receive a FD variable, i.e. x, as argument and return, respectively, the
2

maximum and minimum value associated to the variable by a constraint x in r,
that is, the maximum and minimum in r. For example, the following constraints
x in 4..10, x 6= 10, y in 0..max(x) leads to the constraint y in 0..9 since
x in 4..10, x 6= 10 results in x in 4..9 and max(x) = 9. We note that the
clp(FD) model is not valid for continuous domains. For example, consider the
real domain, the constraints x in 4.0..10.0, x 6= 10.0, y in 0.0..max(x) leads to
the wrong constraint y in 0.0..10.0 since the constraints x in 4.0..10.0, x 6= 10.0
cannot be expressed in the clp(FD) model and thus max(x) = 10.0.
In [7], we have generalised both the interval reasoning and the clp(FD) approach to allow for any domain (even continuous) with lattice structure. Given
an underlying (original) computation domain L, we consider, for constraint propagation, two computation domains constructed from L: a left-side computation
domain and a right-side computation domain (in an interval). These domains
are constructed by the combination of the elements in L with the usual open
and closed brackets used in interval notation. A key feature and novelty of our
approach is that the bracket is part of the value to be propagated. We do this
by combining each element of the domain L with one of two brackets ‘)’ or ‘]’ to
create a new domain Lr (called the right-side computation domain). The domain
Lr is used for constraint propagation in the right bound of an interval. Similarly,
for the left bound of an interval, we define the domain Ll (called the left-side
computation domain) resulting of combining each element of L with one of two
left-side bracket,‘(’ or ‘[’. Now each element in L is represented, at least, by one
element in Lr or Ll . For example, consider the real domain (that is L = <), the
real value 1.0 is represented by the value (1.0,‘]’) in <r . For clarity, this value is
denoted as 1.0]. Also , the greatest value smaller than 1.0 is represented by the
value (1.0,‘)’) in <r and denoted as 1.0), whereas the lowest value higher than
1.0 is represented by the value (‘(0 ,1.0) in <l and denoted as (1.0. The greatest
(resp., least) possible value for a variable is denoted by max(x) (resp., min(x)).
Both propagation of constraints and constraint narrowing are executed on these
domains. For instance, the constraints
x in [4.0..10.0],

x 6= 10.0],

y in [0.0..max(x)

lead to the constraint y in [0.0..10.0) since the first two of the constraints are
equivalent to the constraint 1 x in [4.0..10.0) so that max(x) = 10.0). Note
that max(x) ∈ <r .
Domains Lr and Ll are also very important to determine the monotonicity
of constraints (see Section 4.4).
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Preliminaries

The notation card(S) denotes the cardinality of a set S. Let C be an ordered
set. Then ¹C denotes the ordering relation on C. We write c ∼ c0 if either
c ¹C c0 or c0 ¹C c and c 6∼ c0 otherwise. An element s in C is a lower (upper)
1
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bound of a subset E ⊆ C if and only if ∀x ∈ E : s ¹ x (x ¹ s). If the set of
lower (upper) bounds of E has a greatest (least) element, then that element is
called the greatest lower bound (least upper bound) of E and denoted by glbC (E)
(lubC (E)). For simplicity, we write glbC (x, y) and lubC (x, y) when E contains
only two elements x and y. L is a lattice if it is an ordered set and, for any two
elements x, y ∈ L, lub L (x , y) and glb L (x , y) exist. glb L (L), if it exists, is called
the bottom element of L and written ⊥L . Similarly, lubL (L), if it exists, is called
the top element of L and written >L . The lack of a bottom or top element can be
remedied by adding a fictitious one. Thus, the lifted lattice of L is L ∪ {⊥L , >L }
where, if glb L (L) (resp. lub L (L)) does not exist, ⊥L (resp. >L ) is a new element
not in L such that ∀a ∈ L, ⊥L ≺ a (resp. a ≺ >L ). The dual L of a lattice
L, is the lattice that contains exactly the same elements as L and obtained by
interchanging glbL (a, b) and lubL (a, b) for any a, b ∈ L.
Proposition 1. (Products of lattices) Let L1 and L2 be two (lifted) lattices.
Then the direct product hL1 , L2 i and the lexicographic product (L1 , L2 ) are lattices when we define:
glb(hx1 , x2 i, hy1 , y2 i) =

hglbL1 (x1 , y1 ), glbL2 (x2 , y2 )i

glb((x1 , x2 ), (y1 , y2 )) = if x1 = y1 then (x1 , glbL2 (x2 , y2 ))
elsif x1 ≺ y1 then (x1 , x2 )
elsif x1 Â y1 then (y1 , y2 )
else (glbL1 (x1 , y1 ), >L2 )

lub is defined dually to glb2 .

4

Theoretical work

In [7] the generic framework was defined over any single domain with lattice
structure. Here, we present a generalised form of this construction that allows
for multiple domains.
4.1

The computation domain

We assume that there is a set L of n (lifted) lattice-structure computation domains with n (possibly infinite) sets of variables VL associated with each of the
domains L in L. We define the domain of brackets as B = { ‘)’, ‘]’ } where B is
a lattice with the ordering ‘)’ ≺B ‘]’. We let } denote any element of B. In next
sections we use the functions minB /2 and min0B /2 on B. minB (}1 , }2 ) returns
the smallest value between brackets }1 and }2 in B and min0B (}1 , }2 ) returns
‘)’ if }1 6= }2 and ‘]’ otherwise. For each L ∈ L, we also define
Ll = { (l, b) | l ∈ L ∧ b ∈ B}
Lr = { (l, b) | l ∈ L ∧ b ∈ B}
2

(left-side computation domain for L)
(right-side computation domain for L)

Note that >L2 must be also changed to its dual ⊥L2 .
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For simplicity, any element (e, }) ∈ Ll (resp. (e, }) ∈ Lr ) is written as {e
(resp. e}). For example, if a ∈ L then (a,‘)’) belongs to Ll and is denoted as
(a. Also, if a ∈ L then (a,‘)’) belongs to Lr and is denoted as a). For example,
(3 ∈ Integerl , 3) ∈ Integerr , [4.67 ∈ <l and 2.33) ∈ <r .
Ll and Lr are lattices under the lexicographic ordering (L, B) and (L, B)
respectively. For example, by simplicity consider L to be the (lifted) domain of
naturals. Then
0) < 0] < 1) < 1] < . . . < >L ) < >L ]
(>L < [>L < . . . < (1 < [1 < (0 < [0

(On Lr )
(On Ll )

where >L denotes the ficticial top element for the natural domain. We also let
Ll denote the set {Ll | L ∈ L}, Lr the set {Lr | L ∈ L} and L∗ = Ll ∪ Lr .
4.2

Operators

For all L ∈ L, we allow the definition of operators on the domains Ll and Lr . A
n-ary operator ◦l (for Ll ) is an operator defined as ◦l :: L1 × . . . × Ln → Ll where
Li ∈ L∗ (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Analogously a n-ary operator ◦r (for Lr ) is an operator
defined as ◦r :: L1 × . . . × Ln → Lr where Li ∈ L∗ (1 ≤ i ≤ n).
For example, Table 1 (see page 15) shows the definitions of the operator
truncl (for Integerl ) and truncr (for Integerr ) where {a ∈ <l , a} ∈ <r and
trunc(a) is defined to return the integer part of the real value a. For example,
truncl ([3.2) = [3 and truncr (4.1)) = 4).
Definition 1. (Monotonicity of operators) Let ◦0 :: L1 × . . . × Ln → L0 be a
n-ary constraint operator for L0 where L0 ∈ {Ll , Lr } and L ∈ L. Then ◦0 is
monotonic if, for all ti , t0i ∈ Li and i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that ti ¹Li t0i we have
◦0 (t1 , . . . , ti , . . . , tn ) ¹L0 ◦0 (t01 , . . . , t0i , . . . , t0n )
We impose the condition, called the law of monotonicity for operators, that
all the operators must be monotonic. For example, Table 1 shows, for some
L, L0 ∈ L (and probably L = L0 ), the definition of the operator −r (for Lr ).
For simplicity, suppose that L0 = L (in next sections we show the motivation
to define the first argument on the domain L0r ). Note that the second argument
of this operator is declared on Ll . For example, consider L = Integer and the
expression 20] −r x. Then x cannot belong to Lr since as x increases on Lr the
expression 20] −r x decreases. Note, for instance, that 3] < 4] < 5] on Integerr
but 20] −r 3] > 20] −r 4] > 20] −r 5]. The expression 20] −r x is monotonic for all
x ∈ Integerl since as x increases (resp.decreases) on Ll the expression 20] −r x
also increases (resp.decreases). Therefore, to satisfy the monotonicity condition,
in Table 1, this operator has been declared as −r :: L0r × Ll → Lr .
We provide more justification for imposing the monotonicity law at the end
of this section. Note, however, that all the operators used in this paper are
monotonic.
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Observe that, in Table 1, +l , +r , −l and −r depend on the definition of
the operators + and − in the original computation domain. For example, let
L ∈ {Integer, <} and L = L0 , and consider the usual definition of + and − for
reals and integers. Then (3+l [4 = (7 and 50]+r 11] = 61]; also (2.50+l (1.00 =
(3.50 and 2.00] +r 4.11) = 6.11). Also, (7 −l 4] = (3 and 6.11) −r (4.11 =
2.00].
4.3

Constraints

For all L ∈ L we define the interval domain to be the direct product domain
RL = hLl , Lr i. Note RL is a lattice. For simplicity, any element hl,ri ∈ RL is
denoted as l,r where l ∈ Ll and r ∈ Lr . For example, the element h(1,‘]’), (4,‘]’)i
belonging to RInteger is just denoted as [1,4] since (1,‘]’) is represented as [1
in Integerl and (4,‘]‘) is represented as 4] in Integerr .
The ordering on RL is hl1 , r1 i ≤RL hl2 , r2 i ⇔ (l1 ≤Ll l2 ) ∧ (r1 ≤Lr r2 ).
On interval notation, this ordering means the interval inclusion. For example, if
L1 = integer then [2,6) <RL1 [1,7] since [2 <Integerl [1 and 6) <Integerr 7].
Simple constraints. A simple interval constraint is an expression x v r that
associates a variable x ∈ VL (called the constrained variable), for some L ∈ L,
to an element r ∈ RL . For example, x v [1,4) is a simple constraint on the integer domain whereas r v (1.22,4.56) is a simple constraint on the real domain.
Constraint narrowing. Constraint narrowing is basically executed via an intersection rule for simple interval constraints defined on the same variable. Let
c1 = x v r1 and c2 = x v r2 where r1 = {a,b}, r2 = {c,d} and a, b, c, d ∈ L for
some L ∈ L. Then its intersection is defined via rule ∩L :
c1 ∩L c2 = x v glbRL (r1 , r2 ) = x v glbLl ({a, {c), glbLr (b}, d})
For examples,
x v [2, 30) ∩L x v (1, 20] = x v [2, 20), in the integer domain and
r v (50.67, 100.11] ∩L r v [55.56, 150.98] = r v [55.56, 100.11], in <
Other non-trivial examples are shown in [9].
Indexicals. An indexical term is an expression of the form min(x) or max(x)
where x ∈ VL for some L ∈ L. We define an overloaded evaluation function
evalc /1 that evaluates the indexical terms min(x) and max(x) with respect to
a simple constraint c. Let c = x v tl , tr be a simple constraint defined on L,
then evalc (min(x)) = tl and evalc (max(x)) = tr . Note that, for x ∈ VL , with
L ∈ L, the evaluation of the term min(x) (resp. max(x)) returns a value in Ll
(resp. Lr ). For example, let c = x v (3.45, 6.78] be a constraint defined on the
real domain, then evalc (min(x)) = (3.45 and evalc (max(x)) = 6.78].
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Non-simple interval constraints. A non-simple interval constraint is an expression x v e that associates a variable x ∈ VL to an expression e that uses
indexical terms and is evaluated3 on RL . For example, x v min(y), max(y) or
y v [1, max(z) +r max(x) are non-simple constraints with x, y, z ∈ VInteger .
Consistency of simple constraints. A simple constraint x v {1 a,b}2 is
inconsistent if
(1) a}1 6¹Lr b}2 (note that this means that it is inconsistent if a}1 6∼Lr b}2 or
(2) a = b and }1 = ). Otherwise r is consistent.
For example, r v (1.2, 1.2] and v v [4.56, 2.33) are inconsistent in the real
domain, i v [4, 0) is inconsistent in the integer domain and s ∈ [{1}, {3}] is
inconsistent in the domain Set Integer with the inclusion as ordering relation.
Constraint Propagation. Constraint propagation is executed from non-simple
constraints by evaluating of indexical terms with respect to simple constraints.
For example, let cy = y v (8.90, 78.91] be a simple constraint, and consider
the definition of +l and +r of Table 1 with L = L0 = <. Then, the constraint
cz = z v min(y) +l (1.00, max(y) +r 4.00]
is propagated to constraint
c0z = z v (9.90, 82.91]
since evalcy (min(y)) = (8.90 and evalcy (max(y)) = 78.91]; then (8.90 +l
(1.00 = (9.90 and 78.91] +r 4.00] = 82.91]
We write cz ;cy c0z to say that cz is propagated to c0z via cy .
Propagation and narrowing of sets of constraints. A constraint store S
is a set of interval constraints. If S just contains simple constraints then S
is said to be simple. Let X be the set of variables constrained in a store S
by an interval constraint. Then, S is stable if it contains at most one simple
interval constraint defined for each x ∈ X. For example, the constraint store
{x v [1, 5), r v [3.45, 6.78]} is stable and simple.
Let S be a simple stable constraint store and C a set of interval constraints.
Then C is propagated to the simple constraint store C 0 using S, denoted by
00
C ;S C 0 , if C 0 = {c0 | ∃c ∈ C ∧ c00 ∈ S . c ;c c0 }.
If S is a simple constraint store, and X the
S set of variables constrained in S,
then we write S 7→ S 0 to indicate that S 0 = x∈X ∩L {x v r | x v r ∈ S}. Note
that S 0 is stable and simple.
Example. Let X = {x, y, i} where x, y ∈ V< and i ∈ VInteger , and let
S = { x v [1.0, 15.0], x v (8.3, 20.4],
y v [1.2, 10.5), y v (5.6, 15.3),
i v [0, 10], i v [2, 15) }
be a simple constraint store. Then, S 7→ S 0 where
S 0 = { x v (8.3, 15.0], y v (5.6, 10.5), i v [2, 10] }.
3

Refer to [9] for more information about the evaluation function.
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Moreover, by considering the definition of truncl and truncr in Table 1, we have
{ x v min(y), 20.4], i v truncl (min(y)), truncr (max(y)) }
0

;S { x v (5.6, 20.4], i v (5, 10) }.
Note that constraint i v truncl (min(y)), truncr (max(y)) propagates values
from the real domain to the integer domain.
Operational semantics. A schema for the operational semantics was first described in [7]. In [6,9] we have modified such a schema and provided the basic
methodology. We also proved some properties of the main algorithm such as
termination and correctness. This schema is valid, with minor modifications for
our generalisation to multiple domains.
The whole formal theory and non-trivial examples are available at [9].
4.4

Monotonicity of constraints.

Our framework imposes the monotonicity law for operators. This imposition
is provided in order to avoid the use of non-simple constraints that produce
no constraint propagation. For example, consider the operator −r , defined in
Table 1, with L = L0 = Integer and the usual definition of the operator − for
integers. The constraint cx = x v [10, 20]−r max(y) is non-monotonic since as
the evaluation of max (y) decreases (resp. increases) in Integerr , 20] −r max(y)
increases (resp. decreases) in Integerr so that the range associated to x increases.
For instance, [0, 5] <RInteger [0, 10] and let c1 = y v [0, 10] and c2 = y v [0, 5].
Then x v [10, 20]−r max(y) ;c1 x v [10, 10] and x v [10, 20]−r max(y) ;c2 x v
[10, 15] but [10, 10] <RInteger [10, 15].
Observe that a range such as [10, 20] −r max(y) could not contribute to
constraint propagation. To satisfy the monotonicity law for operators, the binary
operator −r has to be declared as −r :: Lr × Ll → Lr . Therefore, since max(y) 6∈
Integerl a constraint such as x v [10, 20]−r max(y) is not allowed.

5

High level generic constraints

Using the primitive constraint x v r it is possible to define high level constraints,
in the style of clp(FD) [4] although, unlike clp(FD), our framework also allows
the definition of both generic and overloaded constraints. A constraint is generic
in L if its definition is independent of the computation domain and it can be
used on all L ∈ L. Consider a subset L1 ⊂ L with card(L1 ) > 1. A constraint
is overloaded in L if it can only be used on all L ∈ L1 but not on all L ∈ L.
For example, the definition of the ’less-or-equal-than’ constraint shown above is
generic for any x, y ∈ VL since each L ∈ L contains both (lifted) top and bottom
elements.
x ≤ y ⇔ x v [⊥L , max(y),
y v min(x), >L ]
8

For instance, consider L = {Integer, <, Bool} with the usual ordering in the
integer and real domain and f alse < true in Bool, the variables x, y ∈ VInteger ,
z, w ∈ V< , b1 , b2 ∈ VBool and the constraint store
S = { x v [0, 23), y v [5, 15],
z v (2.0, 10.5), w v [0.0, 12.0],
b1 v [f alse, true], b2 v [f alse, f alse] }.
Then,{x ≤ y} ;S S1 , {z ≤ w} ;S S2 and {b1 ≤ b2 } ;S S3 where S1 =
{x v [⊥Integer , 15], y v [0, >integer ]}, S2 = {z v [⊥< , 12.0], w v (2.0, >< ]}
and S3 = {b1 v [f alse, f alse], b2 v [f alse, true]}. Also, S ∪ S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3 7→
{x v [0, 15], y v [5, 15], z v (2.0, 10.5), w v (2.0, 12.0], b1 v [f alse, f alse], b2 v
[f alse, f alse]}.

6

Propagation on direct combinations: an example

Consider the following example taken from [12] in the domain of planar geometry.
Problem Statement. Find all pairs of non trivial quadrilaterals satisfying the
following set of constraints:
1. C1 : All vertices have integer coordinates in {1..n}.
2. C2 : All quadrilaterals are straight rectangles.
3. C3 : The two rectangles do not intersect.
Representation of the problem. Given the plane (0, 0) × (n, n) a rectangle r is
identified by its lower left corner and its upper right corner (for simplicity, the
set of constraints {x ≤ y, y v [l, l]} where x, y ∈ VL and l ∈ L will just be
denoted as x ≤ l. And analogously for l ≤ x).
In the following we show how it is possible to solve this problem on different
domains by using the generic constraint ≤ /2 defined in Section 5.
Designing the problem in the integer domain. Let integer+ be the (lifted)
lattice of the positive integers plus value 0 where ⊥integer+ = 0 and >integer+
is a ficticial bound. A first formulation consists of identifying a rectangle by the
coordinates of its corners and consider them as atomic values in the integer+
domain. Constraints are stated entirely in terms of the integer+ domain.
Let (p1x , p1y ),(p2x , p2y ) and (p3x , p3y ),(p4x , p4y ) be the coordinates of the
two corners identifying a rectangle r1 and r2 respectively (see diagram (a) in
Figure 1). Constraint C1 can be stated as follows:
(1 ≤ p1x ) ∧ (p1x ≤ n) ∧ (1 ≤ p1y ) ∧ (p1y ≤ n)∧
(1 ≤ p2x ) ∧ (p2x ≤ n) ∧ (1 ≤ p2y ) ∧ (p2y ≤ n)∧
(1 ≤ p3x ) ∧ (p3x ≤ n) ∧ (1 ≤ p3y ) ∧ (p3y ≤ n)∧
(1 ≤ p4x ) ∧ (p4x ≤ n) ∧ (1 ≤ p4y ) ∧ (p4y ≤ n)∧
9

C2 as follows:
(p1x < p2x ) ∧ (p1y < p2y ) ∧ (p3x < p4x ) ∧ (p3y < p4y )
where constraint </2 is just defined as x < y ⇔ x ≤ y ∧ x 6= y. And C3 as:
(p2x < p3x ) ∨ (p2y < p3y )
Designing the problem in the P oint domain. Our lattice-based framework allows for new computation domains to be constructed from previously
defined domains. The P oint domain can be constructed from the direct product
hinteger+ , integer+ i. Note that ⊥P oint = h0, 0i and >P oint = h>integer+ , >integer+ i.
Then, r1 and r2 can be identified by the points p1 ,p2 and p3 ,p4 respectively (see
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Figure1. The problem of non-intersecting rectangles

diagram (b) in Figure 1) and constraints C1 , C2 and C3 can be stated directly
in the P oint domain. Constraint C1 is stated as follows:
(h1, 1i ≤ p1 ) ∧ (p1 ≤ hn, ni) ∧ (h1, 1i ≤ p2 ) ∧ (p2 ≤ hn, ni)∧
(h1, 1i ≤ p3 ) ∧ (p3 ≤ hn, ni) ∧ (h1, 1i ≤ p4 ) ∧ (p4 ≤ hn, ni)
constraint C2 as (p1 < p2 ) ∧ (p3 < p4 ) and constraint C3 should be stated as
p3 6≤ p2 . However, it is not clear how to express this last constraint since the
meaning is not exactly p2 < p3 (note that there are values in the point domain
such that p2 6∼ p3 ). In the following we propose a solution based on a novel
concept of solver cooperation that we call higher-order constraint propagation.
Higher-order constraint propagation. As it was shown above, constraint
C3 can easily be defined in the integer+ domain. With the generalisation of
operators shown in preceding sections, it is also easy propagate constraints from
10

the integer+ domain to the P oint domain. Consider the following constraints
p2 v min(p2x ) ¦l min(p2y ), max(p2x ) ¦r max(p2y )
p3 v min(p3x ) ¦l min(p3y ), max(p3x ) ¦r max(p3y )

(1)

For all L ∈ L, ¦l and ¦r are generically defined in Table 1 where we consider
L0 = hL, Li. For example, in the integer domain 3] ¦r 2) = h3, 2i) and [3 ¦l (2 =
(h3, 2i. Also in the P oint domain h1, 3i] ¦r h4, 4i] = hh1, 3i, h4, 4ii]. Then, from
constraints in (1), any change in the coordinates p2x , p2y , p3x , p3y is directly
propagated, by evaluation of the indexical terms, to points p1 and p2 .
Constraint propagation can also affect directly to rectangles r1 and r2 . Let
now Rectangle be the direct product hP oint, P ointi. Rectangle is a lattice. Note
that ⊥Rectangle = hh0, 0i, h0, 0ii and >Rectangle = h>P oint , >P oint i. Then values
corresponding to the P oint domain can be directly propagated to the Rectangle
domain by introducing the following constraints:
r1 v min(p1 ) ¦l min(p2 ), max(p1 ) ¦l max(p2 )
r2 v min(p3 ) ¦l min(p4 ), max(p3 ) ¦l max(p4 )
where r1 , r2 ∈ VRectangle and p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 ∈ VP oint .

7

Constraint solving on linear combinations

In this section we show that our extension is useful not only on the direct or
lexicographic combination of domains but also on more interesting combinations
such as the linear sum of domains.
7.1

An overloaded plus constraint

Consider the definition of the operators −l , −r , +r and +l shown in Table 1 and
the following definition of a plus/3 constraint:
plus(x, y, z) ⇔x v min(z) −l max(y), max(z) −r min(y),
y v min(z) −l max(x), max(z) −r min(x),
z v min(x) +l min(y), max(x) +r max(y).
where x, y ∈ VL and z ∈ VL0 . This constraint is overloaded since it is valid for
any domain in which operators + and − are defined so that if a ∈ L0 and b, c ∈ L,
then b + c ∈ L0 and a − b ∈ L.
For example, consider that L = L0 with L ∈ {Integer, <}, the usual definitions for + and − in L, the variables x, y, z ∈ VInteger , the variables r, w, t ∈ V<
and the following constraint store:
S = {t v [1.0, 4.0], w v (0.0, 90.0], x v [1, 2], y v [2, 9)}
Then, plus/3 executes constraint propagation on these domains. For example,
{plus(r, w, t)} ;S { r v [−89.0, 4.0) } and {plus(x, y, z)} ;S { z v [3, 11) }.
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7.2

A more motivating example

In current CLP systems, most of the arithmetical operations executed on a
particular domain return a value belonging to such a domain. For example, an
expression such as a + b, where a, b are reals, returns a real value. However,
in practice there are well-known domains such as the binary and hexadecimal
domains in which this is not necessarily true (see picture 2). For example, in the
hexadecimal domain, ‘F’+‘F’ does not belong to the hexadecimal domain but
to the lexicographic product (hexadecimal, hexadecimal). This means that the
standard definition of the operator + is not valid.

+ 11 + 10 + 01 + 00
10 01 01 00

F .......... 0
+F
F + E ..........+ 0
1E 1D .......... 00

binary
binary

x

binary

hexadecimal
hexadecimal x hexadecimal

Figure2. Linear combinations of the sum of domains

A naive solution would extend the operation + with an extra carry argument.
For example, ‘F’+‘F’=(‘1’,‘E’). We propose a more expressive and elegant solution consisting of propagating values from basic domains to their combinations.
Definition 2. (Sum) Let L1 , . . . , Ln be lattices. Then their linear sum L1 ⊕. . .⊕
Ln is the lattice LS where:
(1) LS = L1 ∪ . . . ∪ Ln
(2) the ordering relation ¹LS is defined by:
x ¹LS y ⇐⇒

x, y ∈ Li and x ¹Li y
or x ∈ Li , y ∈ Lj and i ≺ j

(3) glbLS and lubLS are defined as follows:
glbLS (x, y) = glbLi (x, y) and lubLS (x, y) = lubLi (x, y) if x, y ∈ Li
glbLS (x, y) = x and lubLS (x, y) = y if x ∈ Li , y ∈ Lj and i ≺ j
glbLS (x, y) = y and lubLS (x, y) = x if x ∈ Li , y ∈ Lj and j ≺ i

and (4) ⊥LS = ⊥L1 and >LS = >Ln
It is routine to check that the linear sum of lattices is a lattice.
Now consider the lattice AtoF containing all the (uppercase) alphabetic characters between ‘A’ and ‘F’ with the usual alphabetical ordering and the lattice
0to9 containing the numeric characters from ‘0’ to ‘9’. Then the lattice of hexadecimal digits, denoted by hexadecimal, is defined as the lattice 0to9 ⊕ AtoF .
We overload the definitions of operators +l , +l , −r and −l shown in Table 1
by considering L = hexadecimal and L0 = (L, L) (that is, the lexicographic
product (L, L)). Their definition depends on the operator + and the operator
− that are done as usual, that is, ‘0’+‘0’=(‘0’,‘0’), . . ., ‘1’+ ‘F’=(‘1’,‘0’), . . .,
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‘F’+‘F’=(‘1’,‘E’) and (‘1’,‘E’)-‘F’=‘F’, . . . ,(‘1’,‘0’)-‘1’=‘F’, . . . ,etc. Consider the
following set of constraints:
S = { h1 v [‘0’,‘F’], h2 v (‘A’,‘F’] }
where h1 , h2 ∈ VL . Then, {plus(h1 , h2 , h3 )} ;S { h3 v [(‘0’,‘A’),(‘1’,‘E’)] }
where h3 ∈ VL0 . Note that the constraint plus/3, defined in Section 7.1, is also
valid in the hexadecimal domain.
To be more consistent with the definition of the operators + and −, we also
should include a constraint such as h3 ≤ (‘1’,‘E’) (see definition of constraint
≤ /2 in Section 5) since the maximum of the sum of two single hexadecimals
is (‘1’,‘E’). Alternatively, we can declare constraints for higher-order constraint
solving using the higher-order approach shown in Section 6. For example, consider the constraint
c = h3 v min(h4 ) ®l [‘0’, max(h4 ) ®r ‘E’]
where h4 ∈ VL , and ®l /2 and ®r /2 are generic operators defined analogously to
the operators ¦l and ¦r (see Table 1) but where L0 = (L, L) (that is, the lexicographic product). By adding the constraint c0 = h4 v [‘0’,‘1’], h3 is restricted to
0
the range [(‘0’,‘0’),(‘1’,‘E’)]. Note that c ;c h3 v [(‘0’,‘0’),(‘1’,‘E’)].

8

Even more expressivity!

So far, we have shown that our generalisation allows constraint propagation from
basic domains to combined domains and vice versa. In this section we show that
this generalisation also enables information to flow between non-related domains.
For example, consider the following conditional sentence:
if b then i = trunc(r ∗ r) else i = trunc(r)
where b is a Boolean, r a positive real and i a positive integer. Then, the meaning
of this sentence can be captured by the following interval constraint:
c1 = i v min(b) ¤l min(r), max(b) ¤r max(r)
where r ∈ V<+ , b ∈ VBool , i ∈ Vinteger+ and ¤l /2 and ¤r /2 are binary operators
defined and declared in Table 1. Constraint propagation is executed as usual.
For example, consider the store S = {r v [2.3, 9.5), b v [f alse, true]}, then4
{c1 } ;S { i v [2, 90) }. More propagation may be obtained by adding other
constraints and by constraint narrowing. For example, S ∪ {b v [true, true]} 7→
S1 with S1 = {r v [2.3, 9.5), b v [true, true] }. Then5 {c1 } ;S1 { i v [5, 90) }.
This simple example illustrates how the generalised framework provides the
mechanism for relating different computation domains and propagating the constraints between domains.
4
5

Note that i v [2, 90) comes from i v [f alse ¤l [2.3, true] ¤r 9.5).
Note that i v [5, 90) comes from i v [true ¤l [2.3, true] ¤r 9.5)
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9

Conclusions and further work

In this paper we have generalised our work in [7] to allow for multiple domains.
First, we have developed the theoretical work and shown that a unique solver
based on a primitive constraint to the style of clp(FD) can support (system or
user defined) domains with lattice structure.
Then, we have shown that our framework enables a novel constraint propagation mechanism that allows the information flow between the multiple domains.
This mechanism means a powerful way in which solvers of different domains can
cooperate. Specially interesting is the propagation of constraints on combined
domains. These domains can be easily constructed in our framework since the
only requirement for our framework is that the computational domain must be
a lattice and therefore new domains can be obtained from previously defined
domains using standard combinators (such as direct product and sum). We have
provided examples to highlight the potential and expressivity of the cooperation
of solvers with non-trivial examples.
We have also shown how generic and overloaded constraints are easily defined
in our framework and how to control the monotonicity of constraints by imposing
the monotonicity of operators.
The cooperation of solvers comes from the operator definitions and not from
the set of constrained variables. So far, we have used sets of constrained variables
associated to each computation. It seems interesting and promising to study the
idea of considering sub-lattices as new computation domains. Sub-lattices could
provide a means of having variable sets of a sublattice being also allowed as
variables in the main lattice. This needs careful consideration and we think that
it is worth to consider in the future.
To demonstrate the feasibility of our ideas we have developed a CLP language [9] and built a prototype implementation so that all the examples shown
in this paper has been tested in this prototype. This is continuously being improved and extended but the latest version may be obtained in [5]. The prototype
is built with CHR’s [10] and it is well known that although expressive, there are
other more efficient systems [8]. This is the main reason because we have not
compared our prototype with other systems. We are working on the developing
of a more efficient implementation and plan to compare it with other systems in
the future.
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Table1. Definition of operators
truncl :: <l → Integerl
truncl ({a) = { trunc(a)

truncr :: <r → Integerr
truncr (a}) = trunc(a) }

+l :: Ll × Ll → L0l
{1 a +l {2 b = minB ({1 , {2 ) a + b

+r :: Lr × Lr → L0r
a}1 +r b}2 = a + b minB (}1 , }2 )

−l :: L0l × Lr → Ll
{1 a −l b}2 = min0B ({1 , {2 ) a − b

−r :: L0r × Ll → Lr
a}1 −r {2 b = a − b min0B (}1 , }2 )

¦l :: Ll × Ll → L0l
{1 a ¦l {2 b = minB ({1 , {2 ) ha, bi

¦r :: Lr × Lr → L0r
a}1 ¦r b}2 = ha, bi minB (}1 , }2 )

¤l :: Booleanl × <l → Integerl
{1 true ¤l {2 r = minB ({1 , {2 ) trunc(r ∗ r)
{1 false ¤l {2 r = minB ({1 , {2 ) trunc(r)

¤r :: Booleanr × <r → Integerr
true}1 ¤r r}2 = trunc(r ∗ r) minB (}1 , }2 )
false}1 ¤r r}2 = trunc(r) minB (}1 , }2 )
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